Introduction {#nyas13865-sec-0010}
============

The effect of anthropogenic greenhouse gases on present and future climate has been firmly established through the analysis of observations and climate simulations with comprehensive earth system models (ESMs).[1](#nyas13865-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} However, uncertainties remain, especially in the context of hydrological changes. In particular, the magnitude of the response of the global climate to alterations in the external climate forcing has not yet been constrained to a narrow scope of possible ranges. Further uncertainties arise at regional scales, as local processes introduce feedbacks that may either amplify or attenuate such global response, concerning both the mean climate state and the intensity and frequency of extreme events. The simulation of past climates, together with the analysis of the available indirect information encoded in biogeochemical archives, can help to assess and potentially reduce these uncertainties.[2](#nyas13865-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#nyas13865-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} For example, Fischer *et al*. have recently used warm events of the past to illuminate the potential climate change and impacts in a warming world.[4](#nyas13865-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Thus, such past events can provide a real‐world testbed to estimate the impact of different forcing in the climate system.

The evolution of past climates can be used to identify and understand underlying mechanisms of natural climate variability, as well as to evaluate climate models that are also used to project future climate change. For this purpose, an interplay between climate information derived from instrumental observations or indirect archives and models is needed. However, archives such as ice cores, tree rings, and documents provide only limited paleoclimate information. These so‐called proxy records may be sensitive to one or more physical variables (mostly temperature and hydrological changes) and can be used to reconstruct their evolution back in time on regional to local scales. In contrast, global climate models, such as general circulation models (GCMs) and ESMs, provide a more comprehensive and, in the respective virtual world of the model, physical consistent picture of past climates, despite the still existing uncertainties in the past boundary conditions. These global models are currently implemented with a relatively coarse spatial resolution (up to 1° in longitude and latitude) to reduce their computational cost, therefore enabling the simulation of long periods of past climates.[3](#nyas13865-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#nyas13865-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Thus, these coarse resolution simulations often lack a realistic representation of key processes at regional scales.

Given this mismatch in spatial resolution, several approaches have been pursued to compare proxy data with paleoclimate model simulations,[6](#nyas13865-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#nyas13865-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} in order to evaluate the models and/or identify mechanisms explaining variations recorded by the proxy data.[8](#nyas13865-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} A first approach consists of transforming (up‐scaling) the local‐to‐regional climate proxy information to either large‐scale averages,[9](#nyas13865-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#nyas13865-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#nyas13865-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} or climate fields,[12](#nyas13865-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#nyas13865-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} using statistical reconstruction methods. Second, climate model output can be downscaled using either statistical methods or proxy forward models. The latter generates synthetic proxy records, for example, the tree ring width,[14](#nyas13865-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#nyas13865-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} using the large‐scale variables provided by the climate model. Though being computationally efficient standard tools, both up‐scaling and statistical downscaling approaches often suffer from multiple shortcomings, including (1) the short observational periods (50--150 years) for method calibration, (2) the sometimes questionable assumption of stationary, statistical links, and (3) the statistical degradation of the climate signal/variability.[16](#nyas13865-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#nyas13865-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#nyas13865-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} A third approach, which is the focus of the present study, is referred to as dynamical downscaling. It consists of increasing the spatial resolution (horizontal and vertical) by producing a climate simulation for a regional subdomain of interest using a regional climate model (RCM). The advantage is that RCM simulations do not rely on statistical relationships, but explicitly resolve the physical processes relevant on the regional to local scales and thus are closer to the range of spatial representability of proxy data. However, model biases, either from the RCM itself or inherited by the driving global model, usually remain. The dynamical downscaling approach is commonly used in present day climate analysis and future climate projections.[19](#nyas13865-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#nyas13865-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The latter aims to provide better estimates of future climate change, for example, in impact studies and adaptation measures.[1](#nyas13865-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#nyas13865-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#nyas13865-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} However, the application of RCMs in the paleoclimate context is less common. Reasons for this include the high computational costs (as for paleoclimate questions long‐term simulations become necessary) and the limited availability of temporal highly resolved full 3D atmospheric fields from global model simulations, which are needed as periodic boundary conditions by the RCM. Additionally, technical issues such as the inclusion of external forcing (e.g., atmospheric composition, land use changes, etc.) emerge when setting up an RCM for paleoclimate conditions.

First attempts to use regional climate modeling in the historical and paleo context date back to the 2000s, with a first RCM simulation addressing the climate changes during the Younger Dryas period (about 12 ky ago).[23](#nyas13865-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} After first global climate model simulations for the Last Millennium became available, Gómez‐Navarro *et al*. downscaled these simulations for the Iberian Peninsula.[24](#nyas13865-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} For studies encompassing entire Europe, evidence is provided of the benefit of using a more highly resolved RCM compared to the global model, in particular for precipitation.[25](#nyas13865-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#nyas13865-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#nyas13865-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, some regional modeling studies focused on the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)[28](#nyas13865-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} defined as the time period of the maximum global land ice volume from 22 to 19 ky ago.[29](#nyas13865-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#nyas13865-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} As illustrated in studies for the New Zealand Alps[31](#nyas13865-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} and the Cordilleran ice sheet,[32](#nyas13865-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} precipitation obtained from high‐resolution LGM simulations is beneficial for mountain glacier modeling.

The aim of this study is to review the perspectives of regional climate modeling in the context of paleoclimate research. We first focus on the technical implementation and on issues of the dynamical downscaling approach for paleoclimate investigations. Then, the application of RCMs in the paleo‐perspective is reviewed in more detail for (1) the Holocene including the Last Millennium and (2) the LGM. Finally, future perspectives of regional paleoclimate modeling derived from our experience so far are presented.

Models and boundary conditions {#nyas13865-sec-0020}
==============================

An RCM is a regional variant of a global model applied to a limited area of interest and therefore allows for a considerably finer horizontal and vertical resolution compared to global models. This enables to explicitly resolve physical processes relevant on local scales that otherwise have to be parameterized in global models. Parametrizations are needed to consider additional processes that cannot be explicitly simulated by the global climate model. Some processes, like the simulation of convection, take place on a considerably finer scale that is sometimes orders of magnitude below the grid spacing of the global model. The parameterization tries to mimic this process by assessing the integrated effect of the large‐scale state. However, this involves high uncertainties because of the crude approximation of the process using a simple parameterization.

To maintain the numerical stability and physical consistency of the model, a typical dynamical downscaling setup requires the use of multiple nesting steps, where the resolution should not increase with each step by more than a factor of three (Fig. [1](#nyas13865-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). A standard resolution for present‐day and future RCMs is 10--25 km,[22](#nyas13865-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and is increased to 1--3 km for specific applications.[33](#nyas13865-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#nyas13865-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#nyas13865-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#nyas13865-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#nyas13865-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} For paleoclimate applications, the spatial resolution has usually been limited to about 50 km due to the demand of longer simulation periods, requiring a high amount of computational resources. Nevertheless, a spatial resolution of this order of magnitude is still more suitable for simulating precipitation extremes and the hydroclimate compared to global models.[38](#nyas13865-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the application of higher resolved RCMs could be considered as being generally beneficial when investigating climate extremes, also due to the fact that they can produce additional internal variability,[39](#nyas13865-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} in contrast to an extension of the GCM/ESM ensemble size.

![From global to regional scales: a schematic of a typical nested domains setup in dynamical downscaling exercises. In this case, up to four domains have to be nested to downscale the GCM fields from a spatial resolution of 1° to the final target of 2 km over the Alpine region. In each step of the simulation, the RCM iteratively resolves the equations for each outer domain and uses this information to provide the boundary conditions to the interior one.](NYAS-1436-54-g001){#nyas13865-fig-0001}

Technically, an RCM is driven at the boundaries by the data obtained from a global climate simulation or a global meteorological reanalysis product. The driving 3D fields comprise a number of meteorological variables including temperature, wind, humidity, or pressure, as well as 2D variables like surface pressure, surface temperature, sea‐ice, or snow cover. In a standard setup, the RCM requires an initial field provided by the driving GCM, but otherwise it can freely generate its own meteorological fields in the interior of the domain in the subsequent simulation steps, only subject to the boundary conditions provided by the global simulations.

The coupling between the global model and RCM at the domain boundaries deserves some considerations, since it cannot always be guaranteed that all physical quantities, such as energy or water mass, enter or leave the model domain in a physically consistent way.[40](#nyas13865-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} These spurious effects are caused by the sudden change in the horizontal and vertical resolution from the coarse global model grid to the higher resolved RCM grid, which is mathematically implemented through a so‐called sponge zone.[41](#nyas13865-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The sponge zone includes a number of grid points (5--10) along the borders of the RCM domain, and is usually excluded from further analysis for not being physically consistent.

In addition to this classical setup with only boundary forcing, other approaches have been developed to drive the RCM by the global model. One of them is the spectral nudging approach, in which the individual variables (e.g., the horizontal wind components at mid‐ and upper levels) inside the RCM domain are nudged toward the large‐scale atmospheric flow conditions as present in the coarser forcing data. Still, the RCM is free to simulate the smaller scale circulation independently, particularly at lower levels. A close similarity to the large‐scale circulation between RCM and GCM is often desirable, for example, to avoid that the RCM develops its own internal large‐scale variability. This is particularly the case when the RCM domain is large and not strongly constrained by the driving fields at its boundaries. For example, spectral nudging has recently been applied to hindcast and downscale global reanalysis products to spatial scales of 50 km to better mimic regional scale processes in the observational period.[42](#nyas13865-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

Numerous studies have been carried out to evaluate the added value of RCM simulations over raw GCM output by comparing the simulations with observational data for different regions and applications.[43](#nyas13865-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#nyas13865-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#nyas13865-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#nyas13865-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} A general conclusion of those studies is that hydrological variables and near‐surface winds usually show larger improvements than near‐surface temperatures, especially over regions with complex terrain including coastal areas with a ragged shoreline.[24](#nyas13865-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Further, it has been demonstrated that even slight changes in the strength and structure of the large‐scale atmospheric circulation, for instance, between reanalysis and GCM simulations, can have profound effects on the precipitation simulated by an RCM over the western parts of the Alpine region.[47](#nyas13865-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}

As previously mentioned, the number of regional paleoclimate simulations is comparatively small compared to present‐day and future climate impact studies. There are several---mostly technical---reasons that explain this situation. First, the general setup concerning the choice, selection, and implementation of external forcing must be as similar as possible to the driving GCM. This is not very demanding for some forcing agents, such as transient changes in greenhouse gas concentrations or slowly evolving changes on an interannual frequency as for orbital parameters, since routines for simulating the present‐day and future climate already exist. For other important external forcing agents, such as changes in solar and volcanic activity, land use, the build‐up of ice sheets, river routing or isostatic rebound, and different land‐sea‐mask, the technical requirements are more challenging because those routines usually need to be modified, adapted, or even newly developed to be used in an RCM. An example for different forcing for the Last Millennium is provided in Figure [2](#nyas13865-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, representing changes of several important external forcing agents.

![Forcing used for the Last Millennium simulations. From top to bottom: (A) Different total solar irradiance (TSI) reconstructions;[107](#nyas13865-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} (B) example of a volcanic forcing as total volcanic aerosol mass; (C) radiative forcing (RF, calculated according to IPCC) from the greenhouse gases CO~2~, CH~4~, and N~2~O;[108](#nyas13865-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} (D) major changes in land cover (as fraction of global land area).[107](#nyas13865-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}](NYAS-1436-54-g002){#nyas13865-fig-0002}

The uncertainties inherent in reconstructing external forcing are illustrated through prescribing different solar forcing estimates (Fig. [2](#nyas13865-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The changes in solar activity are reconstructed using indirect proxy records such as delta ^13^C contained in trees or ^10^Be contained in ice cores. These records are eventually linked to observed changes in solar activity starting in the 1970s of the 20th century. A significant uncertainty is the amplitude of the low‐frequency variability in the solar activity.[48](#nyas13865-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#nyas13865-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}

Volcanic activity (Fig. [2](#nyas13865-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) is reconstructed from the acidity of ice layers in polar ice cores. The acidity is the remnant of past volcanic explosive eruptions that emit large amounts of sulfate aerosols into the upper troposphere and stratosphere, eventually deposited on the polar ice caps. The implementation of volcanic activity in RCM simulations is not straightforward. Volcanic activity can be implemented in present climate simulations when the emitted amount of sulfur and the eruption site are known. In paleoclimate simulations, this information is usually not completely available. The volcanic reconstructions used for global simulations are restricted to estimations of averages over latitudinal bands several tens of degrees wide, and are provided as simplified exponential vertical decay in the change of aerosol optical depth over time caused by a volcanic eruption.[50](#nyas13865-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#nyas13865-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#nyas13865-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}

To represent volcanic activity in RCM simulations, an integrated perturbation of the incoming solar radiation at the top of the troposphere caused by the volcanic eruption can be estimated. The perturbation of incoming solar radiation can be indirectly inferred from the diagnosis of the changes in shortwave radiation in the global simulation. These changes are then integrated into a so‐called effective (transient) solar constant that is used in the solar routine of the RCM.[26](#nyas13865-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

The reconstruction of greenhouse gases concentrations in the atmosphere (Fig. [2](#nyas13865-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) is based on the analysis of air bubbles trapped in ice cores.[49](#nyas13865-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} The implementation into RCMs in the paleoclimate context is not as problematic, because routines used to represent recent and future climate change can be directly employed. In contrast, land use changes (Fig. [2](#nyas13865-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) are more difficult to integrate into RCMs, because the schemes to represent land surface characteristics might be different in the driving GCM/ESM and in the RCM.[53](#nyas13865-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} More specifically, changes in land use are represented the GCM/ESM by prescribing for each model grid cell a dominant plant functional type (forest, cropland, etc.), which is then translated in grid‐cell averages of physically variables, for example, surface wind‐drag. In an RCM, variables such as surface roughness length and albedo, vegetation fraction, and related quantities must be set to a reasonable value correspondent to the climate conditions in a certain region and a certain time period at the defined spatial resolution. Therefore, the land use prescribed in GCM simulations needs to be translated into variables that can be used within the RCM in a physically consistent way. This problem is exacerbated due to the different spatial resolution of the global and the regional models. The RCM requires information at a higher spatial resolution than provided by the global model, in particular in regions of complex terrain. Further, these parameters are normally kept constant in time in present‐day simulations, so the model internal routines have to be adapted to allow temporal variations throughout the paleoclimate simulation.

The consideration of ice sheets and associated changes of the land‐sea mask in the regional simulations relies on information from ice sheet models, which are currently working on global scales with a horizontal resolution of about 1° in both longitude and latitude.[54](#nyas13865-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} The implementation of ice sheets is of particular importance for simulations of glacial conditions. Due to their large extent, ice sheets are able to influence the atmospheric circulation.[55](#nyas13865-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the application of RCMs to glacial periods demands a careful, and in the literature barely addressed, implementation of the available ice sheet and land‐sea‐mask information as surface boundary conditions.[30](#nyas13865-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

The Holocene including the Last Millennium {#nyas13865-sec-0030}
==========================================

One of the earliest studies using a transient GCM simulation of the Last Millennium is that of Gómez‐Navarro *et al*.[24](#nyas13865-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} The authors used an RCM over the Iberian Peninsula with a horizontal resolution of 30 km and concluded that the added value of the regional model is mainly found for the high‐frequency (daily) variations, in particular for hydrological variables such as precipitation. A follow‐up study confirmed and generalized these findings for the entire European continent.[25](#nyas13865-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} The most prominent improvements pertain to a more realistic representation of the probability distribution of precipitation amounts on the regional scale, especially in regions with complex topography such as the Pyrenees and the Alpine region. The mean temperature is closely linked to changes in external forcing also on the (averaged) regional scale, whereas precipitation is primarily affected by modes of atmospheric internal variability such as the North Atlantic Oscillation.

In an additional study, the latter simulation has been compared with proxy‐based reconstructions.[26](#nyas13865-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The main outcome is summarized in Figure [3](#nyas13865-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the reconstructions of surface air temperature (SAT)[56](#nyas13865-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} and precipitation,[57](#nyas13865-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} together with the respective simulated variables for nine European subregions. In general, the simulated temperature variability in Northern Europe is larger than in Southern Europe. Likewise, the simulated winter variability in these areas is larger than in summer, which is also true for the proxy data. The temporal agreement between the simulation and proxy data is generally higher for winter and in Central Europe. A clear upward trend of SATs exists for all seasons and areas in the 20th century, which is larger in Northern Europe. Nevertheless, this upward trend sets in later in the reconstructions (around 1900) than in the simulation (1790--1810). For precipitation, differences between the RCM and the GCM are larger (not shown), as the precipitation processes are more strongly influenced by differences in the orography and the parametrizations used in the respective model. No significant temporal correlation between the reconstruction and the RCM simulation can be found (Fig. [3](#nyas13865-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The precipitation variability is larger in mountainous areas such as for the Alps, Turkey, or the Iberian Peninsula in both the RCM and the reconstruction. In contrast to the SAT, no seasonal or regional common trend exists for precipitation.

![Thirty‐one‐year running mean of surface air temperature (K) (SAT, left) and precipitation (mm/month) (right) anomaly series averaged for the nine subregions defined in the map on top. In all cases, light and dark colors represent the model output and the reconstruction, respectively. All series depict anomalies respect to the preindustrial period (1500--1850).](NYAS-1436-54-g003){#nyas13865-fig-0003}

The physical consistency across different reconstructed variables has also been considered.[26](#nyas13865-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The authors showed how the RCM realistically reproduces the linkage between leading modes of mean sea‐level pressure, temperature, and precipitation variability observed in the real climate, a connection that is weaker or even missing in the reconstructions. This allowed the authors to hint at the existence of potential inconsistencies in proxy archives of different variables.

Further studies applied RCMs to other regions. One example is the Baltic Sea area, where the authors investigated the influence of deforestation on the climate over Northern Europe for time slices of the mid‐Holocene and the preindustrial period.[58](#nyas13865-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} The results show a clear impact of the different vegetation patterns on the local climate, not only over northern Europe but also over remote areas such as the Mediterranean. This is caused by spatially varying mechanisms related to albedo changes, leading to a cooling in southern Europe and a warming in central and Eastern Europe induced by a reduction in evapotranspiration over deforested areas.

On the longer, Holocene, time scale, Russo and Cubasch analyzed time slice simulations over Europe.[59](#nyas13865-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} In contrast to the Last Millennium, when the external forcing is dominated by solar variations and volcanic eruptions and to a certain degree by land use changes, differences between the mid‐Holocene and the late Holocene are characterized by changes in Earth\'s orbital parameters. Those orbital parameters influence the seasonal distribution of incoming solar insolation. By comparing these data to a pollen‐based data set, the improvement by dynamical downscaling could be demonstrated compared to the raw GCM output.[59](#nyas13865-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#nyas13865-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}

Reaching back to the period of the Younger Dryas (12 ky ago), a regional model with 50 km horizontal resolution has been used for time slice simulations over the European Mediterranean region and Northern Africa including different combinations of external forcing.[61](#nyas13865-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} In general, a drying trend in the regional domain is found, accompanied by a decrease in the amplitude of intra‐annual temperature variability. Specifically, the authors noted that the regional simulation indicates some considerable spatial hydrological contrasts that are not evident in the GCM for subregions over the Mediterranean, challenging some of earlier hypotheses based on the interpretation of archaeological, palynological, and geomorphological evidence.[62](#nyas13865-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}

For continents other than Europe, few studies exist in the paleoclimate context of the last millennium and the Holocene, despite the wealth of proxy records in these regions. This is especially remarkable as many other continental areas such as the Americas and eastern Asia are characterized by complex terrain (American Cordillera and Himalayan Mountains). Available studies mostly focus on changes in mid‐Holocene climate for North America,[63](#nyas13865-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Western Africa,[64](#nyas13865-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Iran,[65](#nyas13865-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} and China,[66](#nyas13865-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} but also on changes between present‐day and preindustrial periods for southern South America.[67](#nyas13865-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} For the Tibetan Plateau, the natural variability in the Earth\'s climate system in response to tectonic processes and global climate change during the LGM mid‐Holocene has been analyzed.[68](#nyas13865-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} In addition, monsoon changes have been investigated in a regional simulation for over eastern Asia,[69](#nyas13865-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} and regional simulations for New Zealand with different prescribed sea surface temperature (SST) fields have been analyzed to test the sensitivity of the lower boundary forcing.[70](#nyas13865-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}

The Last Glacial Maximum {#nyas13865-sec-0040}
========================

The LGM (21 ky ago)[28](#nyas13865-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} provides another excellent opportunity for testing climate models under boundary conditions different from present day. This is the case, for example, in the third, or more recently fourth phase of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP).[3](#nyas13865-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#nyas13865-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} However, the number of RCM applications under LGM conditions is rather limited compared to the number of GCM studies.

The adaption of RCMs to the changed LGM boundary conditions first needs to overcome some technical issues. Among them are the consideration of changes of the orbital parameters (Fig. [4](#nyas13865-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A), changes in the greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g., CO~2~, Fig. [4](#nyas13865-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A), the implementation of ice sheets, and the associated drop in sea level that caused changes to the land‐sea mask (Fig. [4](#nyas13865-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Here, we interpolated the ice sheets and land‐sea‐mask data as given by the PMIP3 21ka experimental design onto the RCM grid.[72](#nyas13865-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Another critical point is the incorporation of land use changes into RCMs, since only a few global land use/vegetation reconstructions are available for LGM conditions.[73](#nyas13865-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#nyas13865-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Of particular importance is the synergy between the climate model and proxy data, since proxy data are needed on the one hand to reconstruct the glacial boundary conditions and on the other hand to validate the RCM simulations.

![(A) Orbital parameters over the past 800 ky and atmospheric concentration of CO~2~ from Antarctic ice cores (adapted from IPCC 2013, fig. 5.3).[1](#nyas13865-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} (B) RCM domain adapted to LGM surface boundary conditions (land‐sea‐mask and ice‐sheets based on PMIP3 21Ka experimental design).[72](#nyas13865-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}](NYAS-1436-54-g004){#nyas13865-fig-0004}

In a recent application, the regional weather research and forecasting (WRF) model was adapted to LGM boundary conditions and 30‐year time slices were simulated.[30](#nyas13865-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The authors showed some added value of the RCM compared to the driving GCM simulation. This is illustrated in Figure [5](#nyas13865-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} where the simulated RCM precipitation fields show a distinct higher spatial variability compared to their GCM counterpart. A comparison to reconstructions based on pollen data (Fig. [5](#nyas13865-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}E) also reveals a clear benefit of employing the RCM that offers a higher spatial resolution (Fig. [5](#nyas13865-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}F and G).[75](#nyas13865-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} A further improvement of the glacial climate, particularly in Western Europe, is achieved when prescribing the North Atlantic SSTs according to reconstructions. In this case, the RCM is able to simulate the southern permafrost margin[76](#nyas13865-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} much more realistically than the GCM.[30](#nyas13865-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Much effort is currently underway to improve this interpretation and refine field data for the LGM permafrost extent.[77](#nyas13865-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the simulated permafrost distribution is an additional convincing example for the benefit of the higher resolution output of RCMs.

![Simulated annual average GCM/RCM precipitation amount for LGM conditions and comparison of precipitation differences between LGM and preindustrial climate conditions based on proxy data: simulated precipitation (mm y^−1^) (A) for MPI‐ESM‐P and (B) for WRF. Precipitation differences (Δmm y^−1^) between corresponding LGM and PI simulations (C) for MPI‐ESM‐P and (D) for WRF. (E) Pollen‐based precipitation difference (Δmm y^−1^) between LGM and PI.[75](#nyas13865-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} (F) and (G) as (C) and (D) but precipitation differences interpolated on proxy data grid (adapted from Ludwig *et al*.).[30](#nyas13865-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}](NYAS-1436-54-g005){#nyas13865-fig-0005}

Earlier studies also discussed the added value of RCM simulations under LGM conditions over Europe.[29](#nyas13865-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#nyas13865-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Strandberg *et al*. performed a downscaling with an RCM in combination with a dynamic vegetation model to obtain vegetation that is consistent with the RCM climate.[29](#nyas13865-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Their results indicate that the simulated climate is sensitive to changes in vegetation, with a similar average model‐proxy error for summer and winter. Furthermore, the RCM results are within the uncertainty limits of the proxy reconstructions for winter. This is similar to the results by Jost *et al*., where the RCM simulated temperature fields are in much better agreement with paleodata than the driving GCM fields, particularly for the coldest month.[78](#nyas13865-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} However, the good agreement for temperature is at the expense of the precipitation, which is overestimated along the western coasts of Europe and the Mediterranean compared to proxy evidence. Jost *et al*. discussed possible reasons for the overestimate: (1) too warm SSTs compared to the overlying air (as shown in Ref. [30](#nyas13865-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), (2) different ice sheet reconstructions that lead to altered atmospheric circulation patterns (see Ref. [79](#nyas13865-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}), (3) lack of accurate vegetation reconstruction (see Ref. [29](#nyas13865-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} regarding the sensitivity of vegetation), and (4) the role of permafrost.[78](#nyas13865-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} As permafrost affects the soil hydrology by generating high soil moisture, it has a strong impact on the near SAT.

Regional modeling was also used to assess LGM climate for North America, focusing on the region close to the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS).[80](#nyas13865-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#nyas13865-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} The LGM summer climate as simulated by the RCM is characterized by a strong low‐level thermal gradient (maintained by the nearby cold LIS and the relatively warm land surface) along the southern margin of the LIS.[81](#nyas13865-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} This zone of enhanced baroclinicity favors the development of cyclones that move along the southern ice sheet margin. These cyclones produce strong, but infrequent northwesterly winds that help to interpret the observed distribution of loess depositions in the Great Plains.[81](#nyas13865-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} The importance of loess as a climate proxy is discussed in additional studies.[82](#nyas13865-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#nyas13865-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} For the LGM winter climate, the RCM produces a substantially different atmospheric response to the LGM boundary conditions than obtained by GCM simulation.[80](#nyas13865-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} The RCM generates a split of the upper level flow around the blocking cyclone over the LIS that is primarily due to mechanical forcing by the LIS. The RCM results are in general agreement with proxy data. Unlike the GCM data, the RCM results are consistent with proxy information particularly over the Canadian High Arctic and thus may help to resolve discrepancies between proxy data and previous GCM simulations of the LGM climate.[80](#nyas13865-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}

Similarly, for other regions, where the application of RCMs shows benefits when compared to the driving GCM, Ju *et al*. found a better agreement of the RCM simulated climate with geological reconstructions over East Asia.[84](#nyas13865-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} In particular, for mideastern and southern China, the simulated GCM warming disagrees with cooling in paleodata, whereas the RCM reproduces a realistic cooler LGM climate. Another study focusing on the East Asian monsoon shows some improvements of the representation of the strengthening of the Asian winter and shrinking of the Asian summer monsoon by the RCM, which is closer to geological data than the GCM simulations.[85](#nyas13865-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} For the South American monsoon under LGM conditions, the results from an RCM simulation are superior to those available from GCMs.[86](#nyas13865-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} Here, the GCM did not realistically resolve the topography and regional‐scale features of the South American climate. For New Zealand, Drost *et al*. compared an RCM simulation with proxy reconstructions.[87](#nyas13865-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} The LGM cooling is indicated by the existence, or the lack of certain vegetation types (limited forest growth) in the reconstructions. However, the simulated cooling seems to be too low to explain the lack of forests, but the simulated regional LGM climate was much harsher, with stronger seasonality in temperature and winds and the addition of strong southerly polar wind intrusions. The authors concluded that not the absolute cooling, but the increase in extremes may have determined the absence of certain vegetation types.

Perspectives {#nyas13865-sec-0050}
============

We have presented examples of how regional climate modeling can provide a clear benefit compared to global models to tackle fundamental paleoclimate research questions. While we largely focused on the Holocene, including the Last Millennium, and the LGM, the methods can theoretically be applied and extended to other periods. Given the higher spatial resolution of the RCM, the mesoscale circulation processes and interactions with other components of the climate system can better represented than in a GCM. Furthermore, the higher spatial resolution of the RCMs matches better the spatial representability of proxy data and provides a better platform for the comparison of climate model and proxy data. The enhanced resolution of (complex) terrain by the RCM is highly important, as proxy records are often retrieved from high altitudes, where the most sensitive climate archives (e.g., trees and ice cores) are found (Fig. [6](#nyas13865-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} for a schematic of model--proxy comparison). However, still a certain (minimum) accuracy in the simulation of the mean atmospheric circulation is of ultimate importance to simulate atmospheric circulation patterns that are consistent with the lateral boundary conditions provided by the GCM. This includes, for example, characteristics like blocking frequency or the mean strength of the westerly circulation

![Schematic of GCM/RCM---proxy data comparison for temperature in the Pyrenees: (A) part of the GCM model domain (orography shaded), black box marks RCM domain, red cross marks grid point for time series data in (D); (B) RCM model domain (orography shaded), blue box marks area averaged over the Pyrenees for RCM data in (D), black arrow illustrates location of (C) tree ring used as proxy. (D) Synopsis of GCM, RCM, and proxy data time series.](NYAS-1436-54-g006){#nyas13865-fig-0006}

In our view, three points have to be considered when specifying a scientific question for model--data comparison: (1) the region, (2) the variable under consideration, and (3) whether or not a higher resolution RCM can be effective from a cost/benefit point of view. For hydrological variables, the literature suggests that a better representation of the physical processes associated with the generation of precipitation provides more realistic distribution functions compared to the raw GCM/ESM model output, and this is particularly beneficial in areas with complex terrain.[22](#nyas13865-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} A better treatment of such processes, including water vapor transport, is particularly beneficial for ice sheet and glacier modeling.[31](#nyas13865-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#nyas13865-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Concerning large‐scale temperature, this effect might be not so evident, because the RCM is strongly influenced by the driving GCM/ESM through the domain boundaries. The near‐surface temperature has also a wide spatial correlation, typically of the order up to several hundreds of km, which is in contrast to precipitation (of the order of tens of kilometers). The correlation distance for precipitation is especially short in areas of complex terrain, for example, Norway, the Alpine region, and the Pyrenees. Furthermore, these regions include a wealth of temporally highly resolved proxy data (e.g., tree rings), thus attributing the added value of RCM simulations for model‐data comparisons, as they might be used to better understand the physical linkages between the large‐scale and local‐scale climate at the proxy site.

Another important point is that proxies do not always record the mean temperature or precipitation (hydrological) averages over long time periods, but may rather be sensitive to extremes.[88](#nyas13865-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} In spite of its relevance, the paleoclimate community has only marginally considered this issue. Given its better representation of the orography, mesoscale processes, and the ability to produce additional internal variability, RCMs can be particularly helpful to simulate past local extremes, thus enabling a better comparison to climate and/or historical proxies sensitive to such extremes.[39](#nyas13865-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#nyas13865-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#nyas13865-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} While this principle is already well established for recent past and future climate, the new generation of convective permitting RCMs may open new research possibilities also with the scope of past climate change.[34](#nyas13865-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

An issue complicating the numerical coupling between the GCM and RCM is the lower boundary SST forcing over oceanic and/or coastal areas. Simply using the SST simulated by the GCM has the drawback that it does not take into account the intracell variability in thermal, hydrological, and topographical details of the underlying surface. Especially in coastal areas with complex terrain, affected by strong currents and tides, this can lead to additional biases.[91](#nyas13865-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} These shortcomings can be avoided by employing coupled regional ESMs, which incorporate not only the atmosphere but also several other components of the climate system.[92](#nyas13865-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}, [93](#nyas13865-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#nyas13865-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}, [95](#nyas13865-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} In particular, the coupling to a (regional or global) dynamical ocean is important to represent the air--sea feedbacks.[96](#nyas13865-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} This will also provide a better basis for improved model--proxy comparisons, particularly for continental shelf areas, where many maritime proxies are available.

The forward‐modeling of proxy data can clearly benefit from the higher resolution of regional paleoclimate modeling.[97](#nyas13865-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}, [98](#nyas13865-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} So far, the standard approach is to reconstruct past climates from proxy archives using statistical methods by inverse modeling, and then compare these reconstructions with climate simulations. The complementary approach is forward‐modeling: to simulate a synthetic proxy record (e.g., tree rings and isotopes) from the output of climate simulations, and then compare the synthetic with the real record.[14](#nyas13865-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#nyas13865-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} For this kind of forward‐modeling of proxy records, a realistic model of the proxy is required, which is certainly a bottleneck. Some type of proxy forward models may require only seasonal means of meteorological variables as input, but other types, such as oxygen stable isotopes in ice cores, require a full incorporation of an isotope enabled module in the climate model.[99](#nyas13865-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} This requires in turn the driving fields (e.g., isotope concentrations at the model boundaries) that have to be provided by the global model. Despite the technical complexity, this approach is in general more accurate, in particular when the link between the proxy record and climate is strongly nonlinear or strongly depends on the background climate state. For these cases, a simple statistical calibration of the proxy record to reconstruct past climate states becomes more inaccurate.

In addition, forward‐modeling of proxies complements another application of paleoclimate simulations, namely, the testing of climate field reconstruction methods.[100](#nyas13865-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} These statistical methods aim to produce not only reconstructions of local climate based on proxy‐records, but rather a full large‐scale reconstruction combining a network of widely distributed records. In principle, these statistical methods can only be tested against observations in the 20th century. Another complementary strategy---termed pseudoproxy experiments---uses climate simulation as a virtual reality where the target climate fields are known.[2](#nyas13865-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#nyas13865-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The hurdle in these types of numerical experiments is that climate simulations do not produce proxy records. These have been so far statistically generated, preserving the statistical properties of real proxy records, but certainly, a more realistic way is to simulate these records using a physical‐ or biological‐based model.

Another promising novel path of research is the consideration of proxy data assimilation.[101](#nyas13865-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#nyas13865-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} The expectation is that such approaches can be used to improve the climate field reconstructions given the integration of the information from proxy observations in the high‐resolution paleoclimate simulations.

Forthcoming regional paleoclimate simulations may also take advantage of new developments of climate models using different paradigms, for instance, including an unstructured icosahedral‐triangular grid as in the icosahedral nonhydrostatic (ICON) model.[103](#nyas13865-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}, [104](#nyas13865-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} The use of a triangular grid helps to overcome the problem at the poles induced by the convergence of meridians in regular‐grid models. With this structure, it would also be possible to represent certain regions of interest with considerably higher resolution in both nested and nonnested versions. The clear advantage of this approach is that no different external forcing agents outlined previously need to be adapted to the regional domain. Additionally, some of the boundary problems in the sponge zone between the GCM and the RCM are not as profound compared to a classical GCM--RCM downscaling setup. Given the more efficient use of computing time, this will enable the execution of additional ensemble experiments.

Lastly, the application of RCM perfectly fits into some of the goals of PMIP4, which will provide a better understanding of the climate system responses to different forcing and feedbacks.[3](#nyas13865-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} In this project, the modeling groups will focus their efforts on five historical periods in Earth\'s history, including the last Millennium, mid‐Holocene, and LGM. Another large initiative is the German paleoclimate modeling project PALMOD, which aims at modeling the last full glacial cycle (∼135 K years) with an ESM.[105](#nyas13865-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} Certainly, this project will provide an excellent basis for a better understanding of the climate processes associated with climate variability and change at different time scales and deliver a consistent basis for model--proxy comparison over very long‐time periods. Further efforts for a coordinated model‐data comparison will also be tackled by the PALEOLINK working group, associated with the PAGES 2k network.[106](#nyas13865-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} In these and other endeavors, RCMs can become an important cornerstone to bridge the spatial scales, thus enabling an effective and improved model comparison and validation.
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